MONTREAL SLIM
_Refrigerators and freezers. Plug-in installation

www.aht.at

Space-saving eye-catcher
The most stylish AHT appliance for small spaces. MONTREAL SLIM is
ideal for smaller shops, although it still offers the largest display area of any
AHT refrigerator or freezer.

VISUAL MERCHANDISING

INTELLIGENT INSTALL ATION

Thanks to vertical glass panels on 3 sides of the end
cabinet, MONTREAL SLIM offers best-possible
visibility of the goods on display. The smooth-running push-pull lid ensures easy removal of
merchandise. Thanks to the height- and width-adjustable product racks, the LED lights and the
protective bumper strip with integral price display,
produce can be presented perfectly. Another practical feature is that it can be used by two people
simultaneously.

Ready-to-connect installation means that
MONTREAL SLIM units can be used immediately. In addition, the outer-skin condenser
provides for maintenance-free refrigeration.
MONTREAL SLIM appliances are available
as in-line and end cabinets. They can be easily
combined with overhanging KINLEY XL or
KINLEY X5 units.

HIGH ENERGY SAVINGS
Save even more compared to conventional
multi-unit systems. The electronically controlled,
variable-speed compressor (VS) reduces power
consumption by 25%. In addition, the new energy-saving fan saves 0.5 kWh every day.

ENVIRONMENT AND CLIMATE
MONTREAL SLIM units are completely CFCand HFC-free and use the ecologically harmless
and natural refrigerant propane (R290). This makes
them particularly environmentally friendly.

SEMI-AUTOMATIC
DEFROSTING
Semi-automatic defrosting is possible in all temperature ranges. The constant temperature and
high-quality plastic containers mean that the
shelf life and hygiene of all products are always
ensured. The plastic interior drip tray guarantees
easy cleaning.

COMPATIBLE WITH AMS

Our Active Monitoring System (AMS) allows us
to detect problems before you notice them. As an
essential add-on to all AHT products, the AMS
makes it much easier for you to manage and monitor the AHT cooling systems in your stores.

INDIVIDUAL BRANDING
AHT cooling units are constructed individually:
Using our template, you create the design, then
we apply it directly during production.

TEMPERATURE RANGES
Cooling

+3°C to +15°C 1

Freezing

-18°C to -23°C

Mincemeat/meat chilling

1

0°C to +2°C

Fixed preset that can be changed by a service technician

USPs
LARGEST DISPLAY AREA

MONTREAL SLIM SLIDE and MONTREAL SLIM PUSH seamlessly combine attractive visual merchandising with excellent access
to produce, thanks to the large glass side panels.

DESIGN

Linear, contemporary design with the largest display area of all AHT
refrigerators and freezers. MONTREAL SLIM can be integrated
seamlessly into your store concept. The colours and surfaces are
adapted individually to your requirements.

PRODUCT ACCESSIBILITY

Thanks to the slide and push lid variants for all MONTREAL
units, the best possible access to goods is guaranteed.

STANDALONE UNIT

IN-LINE UNIT

BLOCK INSTALL ATION

CONFIGURATIONS
Solo

Row

Block

Island

_ optionally with end cabinet on both sides
_ extendible with commercially available shelf
attachments

Vario grid system –
various options
Protective bumper
strip available
in any RAL colour

Plastic parts in grey
(RAL 7045) or white
(RAL 7016)

Scanner strip for
displaying prices

Water protection strip
available in various
RAL colours

Compatible with
the Active
Monitoring System

Housing design
in any RAL colour or
labelling

ACCESSORIES
_ Price display for end cabinet
(suitable for high cover)

_ Vario grid system (rack inserts &
wire dividers) & wire basket inserts

_ High cover (between the
back-to-back units)

_ Impact protection

_ Low cover (between the
back-to-back units)

_ Scanner strips

_ Side cover (closes off
the island at the sides)

_ Colour and styling options tailored
to customer requirements (housing,
protective bumper strip, plastic parts
in 2 standard colours)

_ Water protection strip (colour
change on customer request)

_ Compatible with the Active
Monitoring System (AMS)

MONTREAL SLIM

175 / 210 / 250

2,102 mm

50 mm

270 mm

1,752 mm

290 mm

2,502 mm

EC

50 mm

270 mm

MONTREAL SLIM		

294 mm

2,173 mm

DIMENSIONS

Subject to technical changes; errors and omissions excepted. Version: 01/2022

MONTREAL SLIM 			 |

175

|

210

|

EC

|

250

Length, exterior / interior

|

mm

|

1,752 / 1,623

|

2,102 / 1,973

|

2,173 / 1,973

|

2,502 / 2,373

Depth, exterior / interior

|

mm

|

876 / 723

|

876 / 723

|

1,024 / 863

|

876 / 723

Height, front / rear

|

mm

|

846 / 910

|

846 / 910

|

847 / 910

|

846 / 910

Stacking height, front / rear

|

mm

|

470 / 530

|

470 / 530

|

450 / 450

|

470 / 530
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